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Abstract The revelation effect is a robust phenomenon in
episodic memory whereby stimuli that immediately follow a
simple cognitive task are more likely to garner positive re-
sponses on a variety of memory tests, including autobiograph-
ical memory judgments. Six experiments investigated the rev-
elation effect for judgments of past and future events as well as
judgments made from others’ perspectives. The purpose of
this work was to determine whether these subjectively distinct
judgments are subject to the same decision-making biases, as
might be expected if they are governed by similar processes
(e.g., Schacter, Addis, & Buckner 2007). College-aged partic-
ipants were asked to rate a variety of life events according to
whether the events had occurred during their childhoods or
would occur during the next 10 years. Events that followed an
anagram task were judged as more likely to have happened in
the past and more likely to occur in the future.We also showed
a revelation effect when participants were asked to adopt the
perspective of others when making judgments about past and
future events. When the task was reworded to be non-episodic
(participants judged how common the events were during
childhood and adulthood), no revelation effect was found for
either past or future time frames, which suggests common
boundary conditions for both types of judgments. The results
are consistent with studies showing strong parallels between

remembering and other forms of self-projection but not with
semantic memory judgments.
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BLike right now…I’m not able to remember what hap-
pened earlier. And I’m not thinking about what will hap-
pen next. Because I don’t know.^
Geri Taylor (as reported by Kleinfield, 2016).

The quote above is excerpted from a New York Times
profile of a woman named Geri Taylor who is adjusting to
her recent diagnosis of Alzheimer disease. In the article, Ms.
Taylor describes the memory problems that are endemic to the
disease (BI am not able to remember what happened earlier^)
and also describes difficulties in imagining her future (BI’m
not thinking about what will happen next^; Kleinfield, 2016).
Ms. Taylor’s impressions of having lost connection with both
the past and the future are consistent with a rapidly growing
body of research that has uncovered a surprising degree of
overlap in the cognitive and neural processes associated with
remembering the past and imagining the future.

There is a good deal of evidence that thinking about past
events and imagining future events are governed by similar
constructive processes (for a review, see Schacter, 2012), en-
gage the same brain networks (e.g., Addis, Wong, & Schacter,
2007; Schacter & Addis, 2007; Szpunar, Watson, &
McDermott, 2007; Okuda et al. 2003; for a review see
Schacter, Addis, Hassabis, Martin, Spreng, & Szpunar,
2012), and share numerous phenomenological characteristics
(e.g., Berntsen & Bohn, 2010; D'Argembeau & Van Der
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Linden, 2004, 2006; Jarvis & Miller, in press; Spreng &
Levine, 2006).Ms. Taylor’s description of her twin difficulties
in thinking about the past and the future is consistent with
research on other individuals with Alzheimer disease (Addis,
Sacchetti, Ally, Budson, & Schacter, 2009), as well as other
groups with memory impairments, including older adults (for
a review see Schacter, Gaesser, & Addis, 2013), individuals
with amnesia (Klein, Loftus, & Kihlstrom, 2002; Hassabis,
Kumaran, Vann, & Maguire, 2007), and depression
(Williams et al., 1996).

The findings that suggest that past and future thinking de-
pend on similar mechanisms raise the possibility that they will
be susceptible to similar memory illusions and biases, and this
question motivates the present study. The literature is replete
with demonstrations of how easily memory can be biased,
distorted, or manufactured entirely (e.g., Bartlett, 1932;
Loftus, 1992; Loftus & Pickrell, 1995; Neisser & Harsch,
1992; for a taxonomy, see Brainerd & Reyna, 2005). One of
the more mysterious examples of memory biases is the reve-
lation effect. The revelation effect was first described as a
phenomenon of recognition memory. In a series of experi-
ments, Watkins and Peynircioğlu (1990) showed that both
old and new items on a recognition test were more likely to
be classified as Bold^ if they were first presented in a disguised
or incomplete form (e.g., as an anagram or as a word-frag-
ment). The revelation effect has been found to be exceedingly
robust, occurring on a variety of episodic memory tasks
(Bornstein & Neely, 2001; LeCompte, 1995; Westerman&
Greene, 1996), including judgments about childhood events
(Bernstein, Godfrey, & Davison, 2004; Bernstein, Whittlesea,
& Loftus, 2002). The effect has also been found to generalize
across different types of stimuli (Bornstein & Wilson, 2004;
Watkins & Peynircioğlu, 1990, Westerman & Greene, 1996),
and different participant populations (Guttentag & Dunn,
2003; Thapar & Sniezek, 2008). The first few studies on the
phenomenon used revelation tasks that involved manipulating
the test item itself (e.g., Watkins & Peynircioğlu, 1990;
Peynircioğlu & Tekcan, 1993; Luo, 1993); however, the rev-
elation effect has since been found even when the solved item
is not related to the judgment at hand. For instance,
unscrambling a word unrelated to the test item produces a
revelation effect, as do tasks such as letter counting, memory
span tasks (Westerman & Greene, 1998), and math problems
(Niewiadomski & Hockley, 2001). An unfilled interval
(Westerman & Greene, 1998) does not produce a revelation
effect, nor does a simple recopying task (Bornstein & Neely,
2001) (for a recent review, see Aßfalg, 2017).

The revelation effect has proven surprisingly hard to ex-
plain. The effect is often described as a decision-making bias
because it manifests as an increase in the proportion of Byes^
responses to questions that probe episodic memory. However,
the mechanism underlying this tendency has not been
established (see Aßfalg, Bernstein, & Hockley, 2017, for a

meta-analysis and review of theoretical accounts). Briefly, ex-
planations have posited that the higher proportion of positive
responses reflects an enhanced sense of familiarity for the to-be
judged item either due to misattributed activation of informa-
tion in memory (Westerman & Greene, 1998) or due to an
enhanced sense of fluency for the item that follows a revelation
task caused by the relative difficulty of the revelation task
(Whittlesea &Williams, 2001b). Another account suggests that
the revelation task creates a temporary shift to a more liberal
response bias (Hicks & Marsh, 1998), perhaps due to disrup-
tion of working memory (Hockley & Niewiadomski, 2001).

The current study is neither intended nor able to disentan-
gle these theories of the revelation effect. Rather, the point of
the study is to use the revelation effect as a tool to determine
whether comparable effects will be found for tasks that in-
volve making judgments about past and future events to better
understand the parallels between remembering and forecast-
ing. Is the mental process of forecasting susceptible to illusion
in a manner similar to the remembering process? Will events
seem more likely to occur in the future if they are considered
immediately following a cognitive task? The answers to these
questions are not foregone conclusions. Although the revela-
tion effect is robust, there are cases in which it does not occur
(e.g., for semantic memory judgments; Watkins &
Peynircioğlu, 1990) and times when it reverses (e.g., for
faces; Aßfalg & Bernstein, 2012). Thus, evidence that revela-
tion tasks increase judgments of past autobiographical events
(Bernstein et al., 2002) does not necessitate it doing so for
future judgments. Indeed, several studies have found that the
revelation effect is attenuated when judgments are more likely
to be based on recollection, rather than familiarity (Cameron
& Hockley, 2000; Mulligan, 2007; Westerman 2000). These
prior results suggest that the revelation effect could be larger
when judging future events compared with past events, as a
recollection would seem unlikely for events that have not yet
occurred. On the other hand, there is some evidence that sim-
ulating future events is more cognitively demanding than re-
trieving past events (Addis et al., 2007; Szpunar et al., 2007),
which may argue for a smaller revelation effect in the future
conditions insofar as such judgments may be less likely to be
based on the relatively faster and more automatic processes
involved in familiarity assessment.

The present experiments explored the revelation effect in
judgments about the past and the future. Participants were
asked to judge various life events according to whether they
had experienced the event during their childhood or if they
would experience the event in the future (Experiments 1 and
2). We also explored a potential boundary condition for these
effects by testing for revelation effects when the judgments
were not of an episodic nature (Experiments 3, 4, and 5).
Finally, in Experiment 6 we extended our findings to a differ-
ent type of self-projection by asking participants to adopt the
perspective of friends when making their judgments.
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Experiments 1 and 2

In Experiments 1 and 2, participants rated a series of plausible
life events according to whether the events had occurred dur-
ing their childhoods (past) or would occur in the next 10 years
(future). Past versus future judgments were manipulated be-
tween participants. Half of the events were immediately pre-
ceded by an anagram task (the revelation condition), and half
were not (the control condition). In Experiment 1, solutions to
the anagrams were words included in the events, and in
Experiment 2 solutions to the anagram were words unrelated
to the events. We conducted two experiments for two reasons.
First, there is some evidence that the effect is based on differ-
ent processes when the revelation task involves the to-be
judged stimulus and when it does not (Leynes, Landau,
Walker, & Addante, 2004; Verde & Rotello, 2004).
Therefore, we carried out this study using both types of reve-
lation tasks in case conditions could be found in which the two
tasks produce dissociable effects. Secondly, it allows an op-
portunity for replicating the results with different samples and
different revelation tasks.

Method

Power analysis The N of Experiment 1 was determined by a
power analysis conducted using g*power (Faul, Erdfelder,
Lang, & Buchner, 2007). Past research by Bernstein et al.
(2002) and our own pilot work with the materials led us to
expect a small-to-medium effect of revelation (based on the
norms advocated by Cohen, 1988). Although there was reason
to think we would find revelation effects for past and future
judgments, evidence against this hypothesis would be re-
vealed by an interaction between judgment type (past vs. fu-
ture) and revelation condition, possibly due to an absence or
attenuation of the effect on future judgments.We expected any
such interaction to be quite small. The outcome of this power
analysis showed that we would need 93 subjects per group to
reach 90% power assuming a small effect (we estimated a d
=.24, which converts to f =.12; Cohen, 1988) and conserva-
tively estimating a correlation of .5 among repeated measures.
We tested 100 participants per group in Experiment 1. Once
the results of Experiment 1 were known, we then had an
empirical reason to scale back the N in Experiments 2–6) to
conserve resources.

Participants Undergraduate students from Binghamton
University participated in exchange for partial credit toward
a course requirement. There were 200 participants in
Experiment 1 and 110 participants in Experiment 2.

Materials and procedures The stimuli were 60 events from
the Life Events Inventory (Fields & Brown, 2015; Garry,
Manning, Loftus, & Sherman, 1996), which lists plausible

events that may have happened to a person in his or her life
(e.g., fell out of a boat, found a wallet, saw a tornado). Past
versus future judgments were manipulated between partici-
pants. In Experiment 1, participants were randomly assigned
to either a past or a future condition (N = 100 per group). In the
past condition, participants saw each event individually and
were asked whether the event happened to them prior to the
age of 13. A scale was presented in the lower part of the screen
that ranged from 1 (definitely did not happen) to 8 (definitely
happened). Participants in the future condition were asked to
rate whether they believed that the event would happen some-
time in the next 10 years (with B1^ indicating that the event
definitely will not happen and B8^ indicating it definitely will
happen). Some of the events required minor rewording for the
past and future conditions. For instance, BSaw a solar eclipse^
was presented in the past condition and BSee a solar eclipse^
was presented in the future condition.

Half of the events were immediately preceded by an ana-
gram task (the revelation condition), and half were not (the
control condition). The revelation condition required partici-
pants to solve an anagram before rating the event. In
Experiment 1, the anagrammed word was one of the words
in the event. For instance, for the revelation condition, the
event BCry at a doctor’s office visit^ initially appeared as,
BCry at a doctor's cieffo visit.^ The anagrammed words were
selected arbitrarily from the nouns and verbs in the event.
Anagrams were from 4–9 letters in length, and were never
based on the first word in the event. The event (with one of
the words as an anagram) appeared in the center of the screen,
and the anagram also appeared (alone) on a separate line be-
neath the event. Just below the anagram, a rule that could be
used to solve it was presented. For instance, for the anagram
Bc i e f f o^ the rule B5 4 6 3 2 1^ appeared just below it. The
numbers in the rule indicated a given letter’s position in the
solution. In this example, the 1 appeared below the Bo^ and
was therefore the first letter of the solution. The rule that was
used differed depending on the length of the anagram and was
the same for every anagram of a given length. Participants
were instructed how to use the rule before beginning the ex-
periment. After typing the solution to the anagram, partici-
pants pressed the Benter^ key, the screen cleared, and then
the event appeared again (with all words intact). Participants
thenmade their ratings on the 1–8 scale.When an event was in
the control condition, the intact event simply appeared along
with the 1–8 scale, and participants rated the event. When we
designed the experiment, we intended the order of revealed
and control trials to be random; however, while analyzing the
data, we learned the trials had actually been presented in
blocks of 30 revealed and 30 control trials due to an oversight
while creating the program. The revelation versus control con-
dition was counterbalanced such that each event was as likely
to appear as a revealed and a control item. In addition, the
order of the revealed and control blocks was counterbalanced,
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so that, across participants, the control and revealed blocks
were equally likely to be presented first. After discovering this
error, the data were re-analyzed to assure that the order of
revealed and control trials had no impact on responses and
did not interact with any of the other variables (it did not).
We also note that past work on the revelation effect has found
that the revelation effect does not depend on randomly ordered
revealed and control trials; indeed, the effect occurs even in
between-subjects designs (Westerman & Greene, 1996). This
oversight did not occur in any of the other experiments in the
series, including Experiment 2, which is largely a replication
of Experiment 1.

Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1 except that the
words that were presented as anagrams were unrelated to the
words in the event. For instance, for the event, BSaw a solar
eclipse,^ the event appeared, and then below it (within the
same display) an unrelated anagram Bb u l c i p e r^
(republic) was presented along with its solution rule. After
typing the solution, the screen cleared and participants rated
the event on either the future or past scale. The events were
counterbalanced, such that, across participants, an event was
equally likely to be in the revelation and control conditions.
The order of revelation and control trials was random, and a
different random order was used to present the events to each
participant.

Results

Experiment 1 The results of Experiments 1 are summarized
in Table 1. The data of two participants were lost due to a
computer malfunction. The dependent variable was the ratings
to the life events (unlike most revelation effect experiments,

there were no targets or lures in this experiment). The remain-
ing participants’ data were analyzed with a two (revelation
condition: revealed vs. control) by two (judgment type: past
vs. future) mixed factor analysis of variance, conducted on the
ratings given to the life events. Revelation condition was ma-
nipulated within-subjects and judgment type was manipulated
between-subjects. The results showed a main effect of revela-
tion; events that followed the anagram task received higher
ratings than events in the control condition, F (1, 196) = 25.11
p < .001MSE = .21 η2p = .11. There was not a main effect for
the type of judgment, F< 1. There was an interaction between
revelation condition and judgment type, F (1, 196) = 4.21 p
=.042, MSE = .21, η2p = .02, with the revelation effect being
larger for future judgments in this experiment. We did not
predict an effect in this direction, and this interaction, which
was just inside the conventional criterion for statistical signif-
icance, was not replicated in any of the subsequent studies in
this paper, and so we will not consider it further here.

Bayesian analyses of the data supported the conclusion that
a revelation effect occurred in this experiment. Collapsing
across past and future conditions, the ratings were analyzed
with a Bayesian t-test (Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, 2009)
via the calculator provided at http://pcl.missouri.edu/
bayesfactor. The scaled JZS Bayes Factors showed that the
data of Experiments was much more likely to be observed
under the alternative hypothesis than the null hypothesis,
scaled JZS BF 1 0 = 8451.73.

Experiment 2 The results of Experiment 2 are summarized in
Table 1. A two (revelation condition: revealed vs. control) by
two (judgment type: past vs. future) mixed factor analysis of
variance was conducted on the ratings given to the life events.
Revelation condition was manipulated within-subjects and
judgment type was manipulated between-subjects. The results
were very similar to Experiment 1. There was a main effect of
revelation condition; events that were preceded by the ana-
gram task received higher ratings than events in the control
condition, F (1, 108) = 18.14, p <.001 MSE = .18 η2p = .14.
There was not a main effect for the type of judgment, F < 1 nor
was there an interaction between revelation condition and
judgment type, F < 1. A Bayesian t-test of the ratings, col-
lapsed across past and future conditions, supported the con-
clusions based on the frequentist approach described above.
The analysis found that the data were much more likely to be
observed under the alternative hypothesis than the null hy-
pothesis, scaled JZS BF 1 0 = 372.67. In summary, a revelation
effect was found for both past and future judgments in
Experiments 1 and 2. It should be noted that the current results
help to rule out a potential alternate interpretation of the result
of Bernstein et al. (2002), which showed a revelation effect for
childhood memories. In their study (as in ours) participants
rated events that happened outside of the purview of the ex-
perimental context. It is therefore possible that the revelation

Table 1 Mean ratings (and SEs) to past and future events as a function
of revelation condition, Experiments 1 and 2

Type of judgment

Past Future

Experiment/condition

Experiment 1 (Matching revealed word)

Revelation 4.57 (.10) 4.58 (.10)

Control 4.43 (.09) 4.25 (.09)

Effect .14 (.07) .32 (.06)

dz .20 .53

Experiment 2 (Unrelated revealed word)

Revelation 4.74 (.12) 4.58 (.14)

Control 4.47 (.11) 4.37 (.13)

Effect .27 (.09) .21(.07)

dz .40 .41

Note: BEffect^ is the difference between revelation and control trials, and
dz is the effect size Cohen’s d for correlated samples
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task facilitated the retrieval of events that did, in fact, occur
during childhood, possibly because the longer recall period
afforded by the revelation phase allowed participants to re-
trieve events that were not immediately accessible (e.g.,
Payne, 1987). Such a process, while possibly interesting in
its own right, would not be an example of a revelation effect,
as the revelation effect increases the probability of responding
that that event occurred even when it did not. The fact the
revelation task produced effects for both past and future events
in the present study supports Bernstein et al.’s conclusion that
the revelation task indeed elicits illusions similar to what has
been found in studies in which the to-be remembered events
are presented and tested within the experimental session.

Experiments 3 and 4

As mentioned in the introduction, the revelation effect has
been shown to have great generality across memory tasks,
revelation tasks, stimuli, and populations. Indeed, the paucity
of consistent boundary conditions has made theorizing about
this effect a challenge. That said, there is evidence that judg-
ments that draw on semantic memory, rather than episodic
memory, are less susceptible to revelation effects. For in-
stance, Watkins and Peynircioğlu (1990) found no revelation
effect on category typicality ratings, lexicality judgments, and
word frequency judgments. Their results led to the conclusion
that the effect is limited to episodic memory judgments. On
the other hand, two more recent studies have shown a
revelation effect on judgments that do not necessarily draw
on episodic memory. Bernstein et al. (2002) found that valid-
ity ratings of facts were higher after a revelation task, and
Kronlund and Bernstein (2006) found a preference for brand
names that were rated after a revelation task.

The next two experiments were designed to see whether the
previously established semantic-memory boundary condition
would hold for the events used in Experiments 1 and 2 and
whether this boundary condition would occur for both past
and future judgments. In Experiments 3 and 4, instead of
asking participants to rate whether an event happened to them
personally, participants were asked to rate how common the
events are during childhood (defined as younger than 13
years). Likewise, instead of asking participants whether an
event was likely to happen to them in the future, we asked
them to judge how common the events are during young
adulthood (defined for our participants as ages 24–34 years,
and which we verified was a future age range for all of our
participants). Half of the judgments were immediately preced-
ed by an anagram task and half were not. In Experiment 3, the
anagram was of one of the words in the event that was to be
rated and in Experiment 4, the anagram was of an unrelated
word.

Method

Participants One-hundred and three undergraduate students
at Binghamton University participated in Experiment 3 and
108 participated in Experiment 4 in exchange for partial credit
toward a course requirement. Participants were tested
individually.

Materials and procedure The materials and procedures used
in Experiments 3 and 4 were identical to those used in
Experiments 1 and 2 with the following exception:
Participants in the past condition were asked to rate each item
according to how common the event is, generally speaking,
during childhood (age <13 years) on a scale of 1 (very uncom-
mon) to 8 (very common). Participants in the future condition
were asked to rate how common the events are, generally
speaking, during ages 24–34 years. We recorded the ages of
all participants, and confirmed that the future age range was
older than all of the participants in this experiment. In
Experiment 3, the anagram in the revelation condition was
one of the words from the life event that was being rated, and
in Experiment 4 the anagramwas a word unrelated to the event.

Results

Experiment 3 The results of Experiment 3 are summarized in
Table 2. A two (revelation condition: revealed vs. control) by
two (judgment type: past vs. future) mixed factor analysis of
variance was conducted on the ratings given to the life events.
Revelation condition was manipulated within-subjects and
judgment type was manipulated between-subjects. There was
no main effect of revelation condition, F < 1, no main effect for
judgment type, F < 1, and no interaction between the variables
F < 1. These conclusions were also supported by a Bayesian t-
test, which was conducted on the ratings after collapsing across
past and future conditions. This analysis yielded a Bayes factor
in favor of the null hypothesis. Given the data, the null hypoth-
esis was more than eight times more likely than the alternative
hypothesis. Scaled JZS BF 01 = 8.88.

Experiment 4 The results are summarized in Table 2. A two
(revelation condition: revealed vs. control) by two (judgment
type: past vs. future) mixed factor analysis of variance
(ANOVA) conducted on the ratings given to the life events
showed no revelation effect, no effect of judgment type, and
no interaction between the variables, all Fs <1. The conclu-
sions were confirmed with a Bayesian t-test conducted on the
ratings after collapsing across the past and future conditions.
Given the observed data, the null hypothesis was more than
eight times more likely than the alternative hypothesis, scaled
JZS BF 01 = 8.29.

In summary, we did not observe revelation effects for past- or
future-based judgments in Experiments 3 and 4. Despite only
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changing the question from a personal to a general query, the
revelation effects observed in Experiments 1 and 2 disappeared.
Notably, this finding is in line with the predictions made by
theories suggesting a relationship between forecasting and epi-
sodic memory based on common neurological substrates
(Buckner & Carroll, 2007; Mullally & Maguire, 2014) in that
the revelation task influenced forecasting and episodic memory
judgments similarly, but did not influence semantic judgments.

Experiment 5

Experiment 5 was conducted to follow up on the null results of
Experiments 3 and 4, and represents a brief detour from the
primary goal of comparing revelation effects for past and future
events. Experiments 3 and 4 failed to produce revelation effects
on non-episodic tasks. These results are consistent with the re-
sults of four experiments reported by Watkins and Peynircioğlu
(1990), but are inconsistent with four other experiments.
Bernstein et al. (2002) showed a revelation effect when partici-
pants were asked to make true or false judgments on general
knowledge statements (e.g., BThe leopard is the fastest animal
in the world^) after unscrambling either a related or unrelated
anagram. In addition, Kronlund and Bernstein (2006) showed
that preference ratings from brand names were higher after solv-
ing both related and unrelated anagrams. However, in this latter
study, an episodic memory judgment immediately preceded
each preference judgment, raising the possibility that participants
adopted a decision-making strategy for the episodic judgment
that carried over to the preference judgment.

Given the mixed results in the literature, we conducted an
additional experiment to assess the effect of revelation on a
non-episodic memory task. As reviewed above, the experi-
ments that found revelation effects on such tasks asked partic-
ipants to rate dimensions related to positivity (truth and pref-
erence). To see if the revelation effect in non-episodic judg-
ments depends on positivity ratings, in Experiment 5, partic-
ipants rated life events according to the pleasantness of the
experience. Half of the events were preceded by an
unmatching anagram task and half were not. We used only
unmatching anagrams in Experiment 5 because affective rat-
ings tend to increase due to stimulus repetition alone (i.e., the
mere exposure effect; Zajonc, 1968), and wewanted to be sure
that the results reflected the effect of the revelation task irre-
spective of stimulus repetition.

Method

Participants Ninety-four undergraduate students at
Binghamton University participated in exchange for partial
credit toward a course requirement. Participants were tested
individually.

Materials and procedure The materials and procedures used
in Experiment 5 were identical to those used in Experiments
1–4 with the following exceptions: (1) Participants rated the
pleasantness of each event on a 1 (very unpleasant) to 8 (very
pleasant) scale, and (2) the anagram task always involved
unscrambling a word that was unrelated to the judged event.

Results

The data of one participant were lost due to a computer error.
The data of the remaining 93 participants were analyzed with
a related-samples t-test comparing ratings on the revelation
and control trials. This analysis showed no effect of revelation
on pleasantness ratings, t (92) =.19, p =.85, SE = .04. Indeed,
the mean ratings were nearly identical (M revelation = 4.07, SD
revelation =.47, M control = 4.06, SD control = .41, Cohen’s dz =
.02). These conclusions were confirmed by a Bayesian analy-
sis, which produced a scaled JZS BF 01= 8.57, indicating that,
given the data, the null hypothesis is 8.57 times more likely
than the alternative hypothesis. The results of Experiment 5
converge with those of Experiments 3 and 4 as well as past
work by Watkins and Peynircioğlu (1990) showing an ab-
sence of a revelation effect on non-episodic judgments.

Experiment 6

The results of Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that a revelation
task has comparable effects on judgments about the personal
past and personal future. The results of Experiments 3, 4, and

Table 2 Mean ratings (and SEs) to past and future events as a function
of revelation condition, Experiments 3–4

Type of judgment

How common
during childhood?

How common
in adulthood

Experiment/condition

Experiment 3 (Matching revealed word)

Revelation 4.30 (.09) 4.13 (.13)

Control 4.34 (.10) 4.07 (.09)

Effect - .04 (.07) .06 (.07)

dz -.07 .13

Experiment 4 (Unrelated revealed word)

Revelation 4.57 (.09) 4.39 (.12)

Control 4.57 (.08) 4.34 (.11)

Effect .00 (.09) .05 (08)

dz -.01 .08

Note: BEffect^ is the difference between revelation and control trials, and
dz is the effect size Cohen’s d for correlated samples. A negative effect
size indicates that mean ratings were higher for the control condition than
the revelation condition
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5 suggest that these effects do not occur when the same events
are evaluated without reference to personal episodes. In
Experiment 6, we attempted to determine whether the person-
al nature of the episodic experience was key to the revelation
effects observed in Experiments 1 and 2. In order to do this,
we asked that participants think of Ba few of their closest
friends^ and estimate how many of these friends experienced
an event in the past or would experience an event in the future.
We decided to ask for judgments about a collection of friends
to further explore the results of Experiments 3 and 4. Whereas
in Experiments 3 and 4 participants judged how common the
events were for people in general, in Experiment 6, the refer-
ence group consisted of people the participants knew person-
ally. We thought that this might help to isolate the critical
difference between the personal episodic judgments of
Experiments 1 and 2 and the non-episodic judgments of
Experiments 3 and 4. We thought that asking participants to
make judgments about a group of friends might represent a
middle ground between the personal and collective past and
future. In Experiment 6, participants rated the same events that
were used in Experiments 1–5.

A second rationale for Experiment 6 is that recent work has
suggested that the same processes that are involved when we
think of ourselves in the future are engaged when we adopt the
perspective of another person (i.e., theory of mind). In fact,
many of the same parallels that have been found between
remembering and forecasting have been found with tasks that
ask a person to adopt the perspective of another person
(Buckner & Carroll, 2006; Jarvis & Miller, in press; Spreng,
Mar, & Kim, 2009; Spreng & Grady, 2010). In Experiment 6,
participants rated past and future life events adopting the per-
spective of a collection of their friends. Like Experiments 3
and 4, participants were asked how common each event was
or would be, but instead of considering the population in gen-
eral, they were asked how many of their close friends
experienced/would experience the event in question. We in-
tentionally left the reference point somewhat loose (Ba few
close friends^) to discourage an analytic strategy (e.g.,
Whittlesea & Price, 2001).

Method

Participants One-hundred and twenty-eight undergraduate
students at Binghamton University participated in exchange
for partial credit toward a course requirement. Participants
were tested individually.

Materials and procedure The materials and procedures were
identical to Experiment 5 with one major exception. Instead of
rating each event according to how common it is in childhood
or early adulthood, participants were asked to think of a few of
their closest friends and rate how many had or would experi-
ence the event. For the past condition, participants were asked

to think of how many of their friends experienced the event
before the age of 13 years, and for the future condition partic-
ipants rated how common the event would be for their friends
during the ages of 24–34 years. They rated each event on an 8-
point scale, with B1^ meaning that the event happened to (or
would happen to) none of their friends and an B8^ meaning
that the event happened to (or would happen to) all of their
friends during the specified time period. The unrelated reve-
lation task was used, and so before half of the life events,
participants unscrambled an anagram to reveal a word that
was not related to any of the words in the event. Given that
the same patterns of results were found for the related and
unrelated anagram experiments (Experiments 1–4), we used
only unrelated anagrams in Experiment 6 to conserve
resources.

Results

One participant’s data were lost due to a computer malfunc-
tion. The data of the remaining 127 participants were analyzed
with a two (revelation condition: revealed vs. control) by two
(judgment type: past vs. future) mixed factor analysis of var-
iance on the ratings participants gave regarding the probability
that their friends did or would experience the life events.
Revelation condition was manipulated within-subjects and
judgment type was manipulated between-subjects. The results
are summarized in Table 3. There was a main effect of reve-
lation condition. Events preceded by an anagram task received
higher ratings than events in the control condition, F (1, 125)
= 16.36, p <.001MSE = .13, η2p = .12. There was not a main
effect for the type of judgment, F < 1 nor was there an inter-
action between revelation condition and judgment type, F (1,
125) = 1.48, p = .23 MSE = .13, η2p = .01. A Bayesian t-test
carried out on the ratings for revealed and control items, col-
lapsed across past and future judgments, supported the con-
clusion of a revelation effect in this experiment. Given the
data, the alternative hypothesis is much more likely than the
null hypothesis, scaled JZS BF 10 = 174.02. Thus, the results
mirror those of Experiments 1 and 2 with revelation effects
observed for both past and future time frames. It seems that
judgments based on imagined episodes in either the past or
future are similarly susceptible to revelation effects, even
when the episodes are imagined from another person’s
perspective.

Between-experiment analyses

The findings so far suggest that the revelation effect occurs
when participants rate events with respect to their own lives,
regardless of whether these events may have taken place in the
past or may take place in the future (Experiments 1 and 2) or
are rated from the perspective of their close friends
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(Experiment 6). When the question is framed in terms of
whether people in general are likely to experience the events,
the revelation effect did not emerge (Experiments 3 and 4). To
further explore the apparent differences across experiments,
we conducted a series of cross-experiment comparisons fo-
cused on the differences between the episodic and non-
episodic judgments. For simplicity, the event ratings were col-
lapsed across the past and future conditions of each experi-
ment. We then conducted two additional ANOVAs to deter-
mine if there was an interaction between revelation condition
and experiment type. For each analysis, a two (revelation con-
dition: revelation vs. control) by two (experiment type: auto-
biographical vs. nonautobiographical) mixed-factor ANOVA
was conducted on the event ratings, with revelation condition
as a within-subjects variable and experiment type as a
between-subjects variable. For the analysis that included the
data from Experiments 1 and 3, there was a main effect for
revelation condition, F (1, 299) = 10.97, p =.001,MSE = .18,
η2p = .04 and a significant interaction between revelation con-
dition and experiment type, F (1, 299) = 8.97, p <.003, MSE
=.18, η2p = .03. The results of the analysis of the data from
Experiments 2 and 4 were very similar. Again, there was an
overall effect of revelation condition, F (1, 216) = 13.33, p
<.001, MSE = .14, η2p = .06, and an interaction between rev-
elation condition and experiment type, F (1, 216) = 9.21, p
=.003, MSE = .14, η2p = .04. There was no main effect for
experiment type in either analysis (Fs < 1). Although cross-
experiment comparisons should be interpreted cautiously, the
significant interactions between revelation condition and ex-
periment type support the conclusion that the revelation effect
is larger for autobiographical memory judgments than non-
autobiographical judgments about the same events.

Speculating on why revelation effects were found with va-
lidity judgments but not with other non-episodic judgments
(Watkins & Peyrnircioglu, 1990), Bernstein et al. (2002) sug-
gested that participants may have been more engaged in epi-
sodic memory tasks and validity judgments, compared with
the non-episodic tasks used in past work on this topic (e.g.,

word frequency judgments, category typicality). We won-
dered if such an explanation could account for our results.
To try to determine whether participants were less engaged
in the non-episodic tasks, we first examined response times
on the rating tasks. If participants took the non-episodic task
less seriously, we might find faster median response times.We
found no evidence for hypothesis. In fact, participants tended
to respond more slowly on the non-episodic tasks than on the
episodic tasks. When comparing average median response
times in Experiment 1 (M = 2.86s, SD = 1.29s) with
Experiment 3 (M = 3.24s, SD = 1.3s), participants were sig-
nificantly slower on the non-episodic task used in Experiment
3, t (300) = 2.38, p =.018, SE = 1.56), d =.27. We also com-
pared the average median response times in Experiments 2
and 4, and found slightly slower responses on the non-
episodic task, but no statistically significant difference
(Experiment 2: M=3.4s, SD =.96s vs. Experiment 4: M =
3.6s, SD =.94s), t (210) =1.49, p =.137, SE = 1.31,), d =.21).

We further reasoned that if participants were similarly com-
mitted to the non-episodic task as the episodic tasks, we would
see a convergence in the ratings for the various life events
across tasks. Relatively common events, such as Bfound mon-
ey in sofa cushions,^ should be given higher ratings on both
tasks, and uncommon events such as Bfound a valuable piece
of jewelry,^ should be given lower ratings on both tasks. On
the other hand, if participants were committed to the episodic
task but gave only perfunctory answers to the non-episodic
task, we might expect a looser association between the two
types of ratings. In fact, we found that the responses on the
episodic and non-episodic tasks were strongly correlated for
events taking place during childhood (r [58] =.91, p <.0001)
and adulthood (r [58]=.92, p<.0001). In other words, events
given low ratings when judged from an autobiographical per-
spective were also given low ratings when the question was
about how common the events were in general.

In summary, the results of these supplementary analyses sup-
port the conclusion that the revelation effect is more likely to be
observed when participants are instructed to base judgments on
their own experience rather than make judgments about how
common events are in general. Furthermore, we found no obvi-
ous support for the notion that participants approached the non-
episodic task more carelessly than the episodic task.

General discussion

The purpose of this study was to determine whether the reve-
lation effect, a well-established phenomenon in episodic
memory, would occur for judgments that involved different
types of self-projection. The present results show that com-
pleting a simple cognitive task just prior to a judgment makes
a person more likely to believe that a life event occurred in the
past or would occur in the future. We also found that these

Table 3 Mean ratings (and SEs) to past and future events from the
perspective of participants’ friends as a function of revelation condition,
Experiment 6

Type of Judgment

Friends’ pasts Friends’ futures

Condition

Revelation 4.18 (.13) 4.07 (.10)

Control 3.95 (.12) 3.94 (.11)

Effect .23 (.07) .13 (.06)

dZ .44 .27

Note: Effect is the difference between revelation and control trials, and dz
is the effect size Cohen’s d for correlated samples.
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effects are not limited to judgments about one’s own life. A
revelation task made participants more likely to think that an
event did occur or would occur in their friends’ lives.

The results also show similar boundary conditions for past
and future judgments, as the revelation effect was limited to
episodic judgments about the past and future. These findings
mirror those of Watkins and Peynircioğlu (1990), and are also
broadly consistent with work by Prull, Light, Collett, and
Kennison (1998), who showed that older adults do not show
revelation effects, even when tested under circumstances that
induce robust revelation effects in younger adults. The current
results dovetail with these findings when you consider the fact
that age-related cognitive declines are much more pronounced
for the episodic memory system than the semantic memory
system (Addis, Wong, & Schacter, 2007; Head, Rodrigue,
Kennedy, & Raz, 2008). That said, a subsequent study by
Thapar and Sniezek (2008) showed comparable revelation
effects for younger and older adults, suggesting that the pres-
ence and magnitude of the revelation effect across the lifespan
has not been clearly established.

As noted in the introduction to Experiment 5, the conclu-
sion that revelation judgments are limited to episodic judg-
ments has been called into question by the results of
Bernstein et al. (2002), which showed a revelation effect on
true/false judgments to general knowledge statements, and the
results of Kronlund and Bernstein (2006), which showed that
brand preference increased after a revelation task. Experiment
5 was an attempt to reconcile the inconsistent effects of reve-
lation on non-episodic judgments. We wondered if questions
that related to the positivity of the event would be more likely
to be affected by revelation, as the two studies that did report
such effects assessed judgments of truthfulness and prefer-
ence. However, we found no evidence of a revelation effect
on pleasantness ratings for the life events.

We considered the possibility that lower levels of task en-
gagement may be responsible for the differences between the
episodic and non-episodic tasks, as suggested by Bernstein
et al. (2002). Our post-hoc analyses found no evidence that
participants were more careless in their responses on the non-
episodic task in terms of response times. In addition, we found
a strong correlation between the ratings given to the events
across the episodic and non-episodic tasks. Although not a
definitive index of effort, the strong correlations between rat-
ings suggest that participants took the task seriously enough to
arrive at very similar ratings to the participants who made
judgments about their own lives. In sum, our supplementary
analyses do not support the idea that participants were less
engaged in the non-episodic tasks compared with the episodic
tasks.We have no alternative speculative account of the mixed
results across studies. However, we note that our results align
well with the results of Watkins and Peynircioğlu (1990). In
addition, the large N in our studies, the multiple replications of
null results, our use of the same stimuli in the episodic and

non-episodic tasks, and the very modest shifts in the instruc-
tions given to participants across episodic and non-episodic
tasks bolster our confidence in our conclusion that episodic
tasks appear less susceptible to the revelation effect compared
with non-episodic tasks.

It is intriguing that both past and future judgments showed
revelation effects in Experiments 1 and 2 when the events were
evaluated as personal episodes, whereas the effects were dimin-
ished when the same events were subject to non-episodic judg-
ments. This pattern of results is especially interesting when
considered in light of the results of Experiment 6, in which
participants were asked to consider how common the events
were and would be among their friends. We chose this wording
in part because of research showing the commonalities between
remembering the past, imagining the future, and perspective
taking (theory of mind) (Buckner & Carroll, 2007; Mullally
& Maguire, 2014), and in part because we wanted to conduct
an experiment that seemed to include aspects of both the col-
lective judgments required in Experiments 3 and 4 and the
personal judgments required in Experiments 1 and 2. The judg-
ments in Experiment 6 asked participants to consider multiple
people, but people who were known by the participant. A rev-
elation effect was found in this case, which rules out the possi-
bility that the absence of the effect in Experiments 3 and 4 was
because the question asked for a judgment based on multiple
people. Rather, the findings suggest that participants
approached this task similarly to the episodic past and future
tasks. These results seem consistent with current thinking about
the link between remembering, imagining future events, and
perspective taking, which emphasizes the common role of
scene construction (Hassabis & Maguire, 2007). It may be that
asking participants about their own circle of friends encourages
them to try to imagine scenarios in which these events did or
would play out, with images of their friends serving as familiar
scaffolding that may facilitate generating and maintaining such
scenes. Participants may have imagined their friends taking part
in the various events, similar to the way they may have tried to
reconstruct and construct the events when they were making
the judgments on their own behalf.

The current pattern of results also provides support for
models that conceptualize episodic memory as a component
of a larger self- projection system (Addis, Wong & Schacter,
2008; Buckner & Carroll, 2007; Mullally & Maguire, 2014).
One relatively unexplored prediction made by these types of
models is that processes like prospection, navigation, and the-
ory of mind that share a common cognitive architecture with
the episodic memory system may be prone to some of the
same kinds of illusions and biases that have been demonstrat-
ed over many years of research examining episodic memory.
The current results are some of the first demonstrating that
well-known memory illusions like the revelation effect can
be shown to act similarly on future-based judgments or on
judgments regarding mental simulations of the conscious
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experiences of others. Future research might want to expand
upon this work by seeing if other episodic memory illusions
can be observed for future based judgments. For example,
visualization-based illusions like the imagination inflation ef-
fect (Garry, Manning, Loftus, & Sherman, 1996) may also
translate well from judgments about the past to judgments
about the future, given the critical role of mental simulation
in both remembering the past and imagining the future.

The revelation effect is a puzzling phenomenon, which has
remained largely resistant to a clear theoretical explanation. In
their recent meta-analysis, Aßfalg, Bernstein, and Hockley
(2017) concluded that none of the accounts that have been
proposed over the years are capable of explaining the extant
data to an adequate degree of specificity. Unfortunately, the
current data are not able to break this theoretical impasse. The
results could be reconciled with accounts that assume that
revelation increases the perceived familiarity of events that
follow the task (e.g., Bernstein et al., 2002; Westerman &
Greene, 1998). Likewise, the data are consistent with a
criterion-flux account (e.g., Hicks & Marsh, 1998; Hockley
& Niewiadomski, 2001), which assumes that the response
criterion is lowered after a revelation task. That said, the pres-
ent data seem at odds with one particular version of a famil-
iarity increase account. A fluency account of the revelation
effect assumes that the ease of reading the test item after hav-
ing just completed the comparatively more difficult revelation
task creates a perception of processing fluency, which is then
translated into a sense of familiarity (e.g. Bernstein et al.,
2002). Fluency-based memory illusions are well documented
(e.g., Jacoby & Whitehouse, 1989; Westerman, Lanksa, &
Olds, 2015; Whittlesea, 1993), and this account fits well with-
in a large body of work suggesting the important role of flu-
ency in memory decision making. However, fluency effects
are also very general, and are not limited to episodic memory
judgments. Indeed, judgments of category typicality
(Oppenheimer & Frank, 2007) and affective preference
(Reber, Winkielman, & Schwarz, 1998; Westerman et al.,
2015) have been found to be influenced by enhanced levels
of relative fluency. If the revelation effect is based on higher
processing fluency, then one might expect to see the effect in
when the events were rated for pleasantness (Experiment 5) or
commonality (Experiments 3 and 4). The fact that the revela-
tion effect was limited to episodic memory judgments would
seem to provide some evidence against this particular account.

In summary, the present results show that judgments about
the past, judgments about the future, and judgments made
from the perspective of other people are similarly affected
by a revelation task completed just prior to the judgments.
Although the mechanism responsible for the revelation effect
remains to be specified, it appears that past and future thinking
are subject to similar decision-making biases and that a simple
cognitive task just prior to a self-projection-related decision
leads people to believe that events did or will occur. The

results also affirm the idea that the revelation effect is limited
to episodic judgments (Watkins & Peynircioğlu, 1990) and
show that this is a common boundary condition for past and
future episodes.
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